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                    Swing for the fences, experience game-deciding moments, become a legend and live out your baseball dreams in MLB® The Show™ 24, out now on PS4 & PS5.
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                    Check out the acclaimed high-energy rhythm-action adventure from Tango Gameworks, out now on PS5
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                    Find your feeling

                    Discover your next game in our interactive experience. Choose what you want to feel and let PS5 and PS VR2 transport you to the heart of the action.
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                    Experience Jin Sakai's journey in the complete Ghost of Tsushima Director's Cut, coming to PC on May 16.
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                    Final Fantasy VII Rebirth is out now. Step into the adventure and explore beyond Midgar, face off against powerful enemies, and defy your destiny.
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                    Olympian legends, including Hades and the thunder god Zeus, now rule the Island - and they’ve brought their powers and weapons with them…
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                    Take up the mantle of liberty, join the Helldivers and fight for freedom across a hostile galaxy, in this new multiplayer co-op shooter for PS5 & PC
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             Discover PlayStation Plus
 

             Play hundreds of incredible PS5, PS4 and classic PlayStation games, and discover epic adventures, unique indies, family favourites, and everything in between.
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                Enjoy all the PlayStation Plus benefits from the Extra and Essential plans, plus exclusive benefits like game trials, cloud streaming, and the Classics Catalogue.
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                Download and play hundreds of PS5 and PS4 games from the Game Catalog, on top of all benefits from PlayStation Plus Essential.
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                New games to play each month, online multiplayer, exclusive PS Store discounts and more, available with all three PlayStation Plus membership plans.
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        Immerse yourself in epic worlds that go beyond reality, with the groundbreaking PlayStation VR2 headset and PlayStation VR2 Sense controller
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ON PLAYSTATION



        Check out this month's biggest releases along with dedicated features, guides and more.
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  New savings on PlayStation Store

  Explore the latest discounts and seasonal sales on great games and add-ons for PS5 and PS4.
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  PlayStation official licensed apparel and merchandise

  Browse the PlayStation Gear store for official accessories, collectibles, clothing and more
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                                Sonny Lee joins Double Dragon Gaiden: Rise of the Dragons with free DLC April 4

                                
                                    The Lee family is reuniting once again to rid the streets of crime as Billy and Jimmy Lee’s cousin, Sonny Lee, is joining Double Dragon Gaiden: Rise of the Dragons on April 4. An unconventional fighter, Sonny thrashes his enemies with a flurry of punches and kicks to prove he’s just as powerful as his […]
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                                    Raymond Teo

                                    Founder, Secret Base

                                    Mar 18, 2024
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                                Share of the Week: EA Sports F1 23

                                
                                    Last week, we hit the track with EA Sports F1 23, and asked you to share moments behind the wheel using #PSshare #PSBlog. Here are this week’s highlights: guneetsingh1111 shares a blurry race shot of a car shot from the back wheel perspective call_me_xavii shares a close up of a driver Defalt368 shares a blurry […]
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                                    Kristen Zitani (she/her)

                                    Content Communications Specialist, Sony Interactive Entertainment

                                    Mar 15, 2024
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                                Start your Early Access journey today in MLB The Show 24

                                
                                    Early Access in MLB The Show 24 starts today, March 15, and it’s your chance to get a jump on the competition this year. With new Programs, events, Packs, and Player Items there’s no shortage of content to make your pre-season eventful. There’s so much to do before MLB The Show 24’s full launch on […]
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                                    Steve Peer

                                    Sr. Project Manager, San Diego Studio

                                    Mar 15, 2024
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                                Final Fantasy VII Rebirth: How Nobuo Uematsu and Loren Allred created Aerith’s “No Promises to Keep”

                                
                                    We’ll say this up front for those of you still exploring Final Fantasy VII Rebirth’s vast world: there are no late-game story spoilers here. As seen in its pre-release debut via a new trailer late last year, the action RPG’s theme song “No Promises to Keep” is performed in-game by Aerith. Behind the scenes though, […]
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                                    Sachie Kobari

                                    PlayStation.Blog Japan

                                    Mar 14, 2024
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                                Helldivers 2: new official merchandise available on PlayStation Gear, select retailers from today

                                
                                    Following the successful launch of Arrowhead Game Studios’ third-person co-op adventure, Sony Interactive Entertainment has just upped the ante for Helldivers 2 fans everywhere by launching an exclusive line of official merchandise designed to bring the game’s adrenaline-pumping action into the real world. The exciting collection features everything from apparel to accessories, crafted to embody […]
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                                    Grace Chen

                                    Vice President, Network Advertising, Loyalty & Licensed Merchandise

                                    Mar 14, 2024
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                                PlayStation Plus Game Catalog for March: NBA 2K24, Marvel’s Midnight Suns, Resident Evil 3, Mystic Pillars: Remastered and more

                                
                                    Basketball skills, horror chills, supernatural-infused superheroic thrills and more are on display and available to enjoy as part of March’s Game Catalog lineup for PlayStation Plus. Hit the court with NBA 2K24, escape a zombie-infested Racoon City in Resident Evil 3 or team up to take on the darker side of the Marvel Universe in […]
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                                    Adam Michel

                                    Director, Content Acquisition & Operations, Sony Interactive Entertainment

                                    Mar 13, 2024
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                                Essential Picks promotion comes to PlayStation Store

                                
                                    Add some Essential Picks to your game collection with PlayStation Store’s latest promotion. Enjoy discounts on a selection of titles, from EA Sports FC 24 (80% off the PS4 and PS5 versions), Dead Island 2 (45% off, The Crew: Motorfest (50% off) and many more. You can check out the full list of titles included […]
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                                    Zack Garvey

                                    Digital Promotions Specialist, Sony Interactive

                                    Mar 12, 2024
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                                Helldivers 2: how Arrowhead turned the twin-stick shooter original into a bombastic PS5 sequel

                                
                                    Helldivers 2 has exploded onto the gaming scene in a massive way. This co-operative third-person shooter packed with danger, action, humor, and surprises has already become one of this year’s most talked-about games. What some people may be less familiar with though is its progenitor. The original Helldivers, which debuted in 2015 (and is still […]
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                                    Heidi Kemps (she/her)

                                    PlayStation Blog Correspondent 

                                    Mar 12, 2024
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                                Rise of the Ronin hands-on report: Team Ninja’s first open-world is a wandering swordsman’s playground

                                
                                    Team Ninja has become synonymous with best-in-class action gameplay. From Ninja Gaiden to Nioh 2, the fundamental act of swinging a sword or spear (or any number of deadly weapons) is reliably complex and satisfying, often with a challenging-yet-rewarding learning curve. That Rise of the Ronin carries on this tradition is hardly a surprise—but, their […]
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                                    James Stavrinides

                                     Project Manager, Sony Interactive

                                    Mar 11, 2024
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                                The Finals Season 2: first details on hacking-themed season 2, live March 14

                                
                                    Season 2 of The Finals arrives on March 14 and strange things are happening in the free-to-play arena. The game show has been compromised by the rogue hacking collective CNS, and showrunners are scrambling to decipher their cryptic messages — but one thing is clear: the show must go on! On top of new weapons […]
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                                    Dusty Gustafsson

                                    CX Lead at Embark Studios

                                    Mar 11, 2024
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                    Great PS5 and PS4 games available now
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                    Horizon Forbidden West™

                    
                        Explore distant lands, fight bigger and more awe-inspiring machines, and encounter astonishing new tribes as you return to the far-future, post-apocalyptic world of Horizon. 
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                    Gran Turismo 7

                    
                        Whether you’re a competitive or casual racer, collector, tuner, livery designer or photographer – find your line with a staggering collection of game modes including fan-favourites like GT Campaign, Arcade and Driving School.
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                    Marvel's Spider Man Miles Morales

                    
                        Experience the rise of Miles Morales as the new hero masters incredible, explosive new powers to become his own Spider-Man.
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                    Ratchet & Clank™: Rift Apart

                    
                        Blast your way through an interdimensional adventure with Ratchet and Clank. Go dimension-hopping as they take on an evil emperor from another reality.
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                    UNCHARTED™: Legacy of Thieves Collection

                    
                        Play as Nathan Drake and Chloe Frazer in their own standalone adventures as they are forced to confront their pasts and forge their own legacies.
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                    Returnal™

                    
                        Break the cycle of chaos on an always-changing alien planet in this acclaimed third-person roguelike shooter from Housemarque.
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                    Ghost of Tsushima™ Director's Cut

                    
                        Forge a new path and wage an unconventional war for the freedom of Tsushima in this expanded version of the open-world action-adventure from Sucker Punch Productions.
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                    Death Stranding™ Director's Cut

                    
                        As Sam Bridges, your mission is to deliver hope to humanity by connecting the last survivors of a decimated America in this genre-defying experience from legendary game creator Hideo Kojima.
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                    Demon's Souls™

                    
                        Entirely rebuilt from the ground up, experience the unsettling story and ruthless combat of Demon’s Souls.
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